
Q. 1.

Q. 2.

Q. 3.

Q. 4.

Q.5.

Q. 6.

Q. 7.

Q. 8.

Standard VI

Fnd the odd man out on the buxiN of their growth Htages.

Frog

Betelvine is

D An annunl plant

Oabienninl plnt

Silkwornm @ Buttorly

Find the incorrect statements:

Dn peronnlal plnnt

1) Microorganisnns nre found in wnter

A 1,2 and 3

QuostionPaper 2020

)n 80nsOnal plunt.

2) Allmicroorganisns are useful to us

3)Mieroorganisms can be seperated by settling And filteoring water
4) Microorganisms can be seon by nakcd cyes

D2 nd 4

D Uses filtercd water for drinking
Uses shower for bathing

Sampada's nctions are as below while working. Which action of her is

properly related to saving of water?

© Cleans her hands with soap before eating

Day and night areequal of 12hours on

D 21 March B 23rd December

D Grapes

Gives water used for washing vegetables and fruits to plants

Find the group in which we
Cowpea, Snake gourd

O Bitter gourd, Lentil

Fish

2, 3 and 4 All are incorrect.

cat producers as well as consumers.
A Primary consumer B Insectivorous

© Omnivorous Carnivorous

(D Motl

Anla (Indian gooscberry)
Lemon

21 June 14h January

"The useof all the methods of preserving food shown in the concept picture
canbe utilised in which of the following food items?

use fruits of the both plants as vegetable.
® Pumpkin, Lady's fingers

Snake gourd, Lentil

To Salt

Using Sugar Syrup

Canning

Drying
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Q. 9. Sameer suggested some solution to Sarika forsaving

pollution. Which of them do yon find proper?

A Usevehicle that can m on CNG

D Use of bicycle for nearby traveland publi transport for long distance

journey
Maximum usO of privatevehicle for safety as well ns to SaVe titrn

Usc bicycle for short as well as longdistance travel.

0.10. Layers P, Q. R, S are shown in the given digran. Whant will happen if these

layers re kept in reverse order?

Coarse sand P

Fine sand Q

Powdered coal R

Cloth S

It is a bad habit

Q. 11. Spitting in public place in prohibited by law. The most appropriate

reason for this is -

The public place gets dirty
The spit can affect someone else

D It can spread many diseases

D Legs, Ears
© Eyes, Legs

fosailfueland ninimising,

Q. 12. Sound of breaking a cup and a saucer came from the kitchen and mother ran to

the kitchen. In this movement, she used which sensory organ and external organ?

A Speed of filtration will increase

Specd of filtration will decrease

Water will become more pure

No effect

obtained from plants?

D Cotton, Jute
Jute, Silk

Ears, Legs

D Legs, Eyes

Q. 13. From which of thefollowing groups, both the threads are

D Cotton, Silk

D Silk, Wool
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Q. 14. Which Map mnaking method is used in the adjacent map?

RABIAN

Setrs

GOA

MADH YA PRA DE#

KARNA

TAKA

Statements 1 and 2 are correct

MAHARASHTRA 3MAP

Iratt Teie latrs

© Using windmill

Q. 15. Read the following statements and select the correct alternative.

® Statement 1 is correct and 2 is wrong

Hydro-elecrticity

BebeestsfSrlacat

1)Digested food ingradients are mainly absorbed in small intestine.
2) The inner walls of small intestine has small, finger-like absorption o

© Statement 1 is wrong and 2 is correct

Pitbat f Pahat

Statements 1 and 2 both are wrong

D producing energy

D Cold and dry
© Hot and humid

Q. 16. Which of the following methods of producing electricity is
environment-friendly?

O increasing resistance to diseases

Thermal electricity

) Contour inetnet
) Layer tinting

D Using nuclear power

Q. 17. Skins of fruits,vegetables, cereals and pulses are good for

Dizital elevation
tnethod
None of the atre

Polar
Grassland region

© Desert
Mountainous

D stool formation

Q. 18. In which region, we can notice the plant,shown in the adjacent picture?

body building

Hot and dry

Q. 19. In which climatic condition leaves rot in shortest period?

Cold and hunmid
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Q. 20. Complete the analogy.
Space journey : Specccraft : Spaco observntion :

Q. 21.

Q. 23.

Telescope

Q. 26.

Which alternative is corrcct. for our tongie!

R

Microscope

Q.22. While going high up from thesea level
A air temperature and air pressure increases
B air temperature and air pressure decreases

For a patient having
is completely prohibited.
D diabetes ® malaria

air pressure decreases and air temperature increases
O air temperature decreases and air pressure increases

A P: Sweet, Q: Sour/Astringent, R: Bitter
P: Bitter, Q: Sour/Astringent., IR: Sweet

O P:Sour/Astringent, Q: Sweet, R: Bitter,

O P: Sour/Astringent, Q: Bitter, R: Sweet

Q. 25. Complete the analogy

) Binocular

© jaundice

Pistia

food containing nore oil, ghee

0. 24. Akash is in Kolkata and Vasundhara is in Mumbai. Akash called Vasundhara
and said, Red round Sun is looking beautiful at the horizon.'To which,
Vasundhara replied,

Ya! Itoo see the red round Sun at the horizon

® No, only red colour is seen at the horizon

© No, here it is still dark

Sun has come far up from the horizon

Lithosphere : Shrubs :: Hydrosphere ::

® Various types of cactus

TB

In which form the energy is stored in food?

D Light Heat

) Rocket

© Fungi D Grass

O Chemical Heat and Light
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Q. 27. Ramesh, P'ramod, Sampada and Aarti are students of 9th standard. All
ofthemas well as a moped. They all go to the same school by different

Q. 28.

Q. 29.

Q. 30.

Q. 32.

have a bicycle as

modes of transport. Whose action is right nccording to the environment?

Q. 34.

Ramesh walks tothe school.
(3) Pramod gocs on mopcd.
© Sampada's father drops her to school from his car.

Aarti gocs by a public transport bus.

If the number of frogs in a paddy field becomes less, what effect will be seen
A More crop, less numbcr of snakes, increased grasshoppers.
8 Less crop, less number of snakes,increased grasshoppers.

Less crop, more number of snakes, increased grasshoppers.
O More crop, more number of snakes, decreased grasshoppers.

Fillin the blanks by selecting the correct alternatives.
Blood containing is carried from heart to lungs by
pulmoary P

P- Vein, Q - Carbon dioxide
O P- Artery, Q - Carbon dioxide

Rohit filled water in a glass till the brim which already contained some icecubes. He waited for the ice to melt. What must he have observed?

B P - Vein, Q - Oxygen
P- Artery, Q - Oxygen

Water must have spilled out when the ice melted.
® The water level must have reduced after melting of ice.

Q. 31. For mnalnutrition, select an alternative which shows the correct reason, effectand solution – in that order.

The water level will remain the same.
Cannot say exaclty.

D Lack of sufficient food, improper growth, savoury titbitsPoverty,infant mortality, square diet
© Family in disposition, infant mortality, savoury titbits(D Infant mortality, poverty,square diet
Which of the following is the common part of digestive and respiratorysystern?

Pharnyx ® Larynx Oesophagus

Q. 33. Which dangarous gas is prouduced by the combustion of coal?
D Carbon dioxide Sulphur dioxide
O Nitrogen dioxide D Carbon monoxide

warm region
© marshy region

Elevated houses on poles are usualy found in
® snowy region

Trachea

D desert region
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Q. 35. |W'hat

D MasS
moving body to resst the change in its :state of notion?Speed

1) Changes of senson
Q. 36. IWhat is conon amogthe following plheuomenons?

3) Growth of nail and har
Allare physicnl changes
All are fast changes

luertin

energy of iron particles increases

2) Bloouing of Mower
1) Growth of a plaut from seed

o 37. While mkng an axe-blade, an ironsmith 118Cs bot iron becuse wheniron Shot,

energy of ironparticles decrenses

Weight

(D All uro slow changes

Motion

O attraction between iron particles (atoms) increasesO attraction between iron particles (atoms) decrenscs

A capacity of eyes > capacity of ears
© speed of light > speed of sound

Passes through a particular
point once in a period

Allre reversible changes

0. 38. If a fire cracker is ignited at a distance, its licht is scen first, thereafter thesound is heard. Because

Does displacement
take place?

No

0.39. Read the following flow chart carefully and find which type of motion is
represented by P, Q, R and S

capacity of cyes < capacityof ars
speed of light < speed of sound

Yes Does displacement take Yes
place in one direction?

(Q

Passes through a particular
point twice in a period

P-Linear, Q- Random, R- Oscillatory, S - Circular

> P - Random, Q - Linear, R - Oscillatory, S - Circular

© P- Random, Q- Linear, R - Circular, S - Oscillatory

O P Linear, Q - Random, R - Circular, S- Oscillatory

No
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Q. 40. The school is 2 kn away from the home. To draw a map the scale is 1 Cm

500 m. How much will be the distance on the map from the school to home

Q. 42.

D FinQ. 41. Find the odd man out depending on their work.hi
(B) 2 cm

Nose D Stonnata

Q. 46.

X-gum, Y - excreta

©X milky sap, Y - excreta

The sticky substance scen on the trunk of Babul or Drumstick tree is X

and

Y isthe process of formation of X. Find X and Y.

then

Skin

4 cm

Q. 43. Unit/Units used to measure the temperature is/are
Kelvin ® Celsius

® X -gum, Y - excretion

P

X - milky sap, Y - excretion

Q. 44. When P and Q are mixed up and chemical reation takes place.:

Fahrenheit

molecules of both compounds remain same
® molecules of both compounds change

molecules of P remain same, but molecules of Q change
molecules of Q remain same, but molecules of P change

Q. 45. In the given figure,Oxygen and HHydrogen atoms are shown by (0) and (H)respectively. Identify the elements,compounds and mixtures.

about its melting point (MP)?
MP<32"C

2.5 cm

all of these

R.

P-Compounds, Q - Elements, R - Mixtures, S - Mixtures) P- Compounds, Q - Mixtures,R- Elements, S - CompoundsO P- Elenents, Q- Mixtures, R - Compounds, S - MixturesOP- Elements, ) - Mixtures, R- Mixtures, S - Compounds

Out of the following items, identify which one mixes with water and whichdoes not - in t.hat order.

B MPs32 C

Alcohol, Spirit D Alcohol, Diesel ® Diesol, Spirit D KerOsene, Diesel

Q. 47. If a solid substancemelts at room temperature (32 "C), what can wo so.
) MP> 32 °C MP>32 C
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Q.48.

Q. 49.

Q. 50.

Which of the following dosen't yield wool?
® Camnel © GoatBear

A Decron

How will you change a saturated solution into unsaturated solution?
cool the solution add soluteinto the solution

© add solvent into the solution D remove solute from the.solution

threads are obtaincd using cotton and wood pulp.
® Terylene © Rayon Terrycot

Q. 51. Recognise the correlation and select the proper alternative.
B1: Functions of nerves :: B9

To protect from skin diseases
© Manufacture red blood corpuscles

food
Breaking| PDigestion

P

Q. 52. Observe the diagram and find which of the given alphabets (P, Q, Ror S)

indicates the Small intestine. iti

Q

R

Absorption

Absorption
of water

Woolly Dog

R

2

® Body growth
D To enablemuscular cells

Q. 54. The hardest substance in human body is

teeth bone © enamel

ED

Q. 53. Select the correct alternative about the given statements:

Statement G is the remedy for statement F
Statement F is the reason for statement G
Statement F is the reason for statement E

D Statement F is the remedy for statement E

Statement E - Inour intestine,beneficial probiotics are present in millions.
Statement F -During loose motions and vomiting, the patient throws out
these probiotics along with intenstinal water and some medicines.

Statement G - To maintain the large number of probiotics, the patient needs
totake extra yoghurt, buttermilk in the diet.

Ds

all of these
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0. 55. Which of thefollowing factors contribute to the formnation of a storm?

Speei of wind

Humidity

Q. 56. It iscasy to carry load on a wheel-cart,because

D loadneed not e lifted due towhcel-cart.

the load is kept on the cart and does not touch the ground

© friction is less while carrying the wheet-cart

Distance

gravitational force becomes less as goods are carried by the wheel-cart

0. 57. A. B. C. D are four identicalbottles. They anre ticd with identical balloong

Bottle A is kept in the cold water, B in ice, C in boiling water and D is kene

in water at room temperature. Identify the balloon tied to which bottle whit

will inflate to its maximum level.

A

) Temperature

Time

Difference in air pressure

Q. 59. On heating.

® B

Q. 58. Identifv the graph that shows the distance between the center position and

tip of the needle, when the sewing machine is working.

Distance

M. A. = 1

liquid changes to gas

O solid changes to gas

Time

D

Distance

M. A. >1

Time

Distance

® solid changes to liquid
All of these

Q. 60. Mechanical Advantage (M. A.) = Effort Arm/Load Arm. So, for the second

type of lever

M. A. <1

Time

M. A, = 0

Q 61. Wich one from the following can be termed as a complex machine?
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Q.62.

Q. 63.

Q. 64.

Which of the following motion/s is/are periodic ns well oscillatory?

A)

(i)

(i), (ii) and (i)
(i), (iii) and (iv)

(ii)

© Pain in hands and legs

Whch of the following alternatjves is inanronriate regarding effects of noise poliutionMental distraction

The rainbow is having seven colours, becausesunlight is made up of seven colours

3: Solute + Solution = Solvent
1,3

® light undergoes dispersion when it cnters a water droplet© Both 1 and 2 None of these
Q. 65. Select the correct equations from thefollowing.

1:Solution –
Solute= Solvent

1, 4

(i) only

(iii) only

Washing machine
Electric heater

(iii)

Q. 67. Tides are caused by

Q. 66. Inwhich of the following equipments electromagnet is not used?

P

D Mental fatigue
Lowered audibility

gravitational pull of the Earth
gravitational pull of the Sun
gravitational pull of the Moon

2: Solvent + Solution = Solute
4:Solvent + Solute = Solution

2, 3 2,4

R,

® Refrigerator
O Electric bell

O gravitational pullof both Sun and Moon

(iv)

Q. 68. In the given figure, if P represents Sun, Q a planet, R,and R, as satellites of
a planet; then Q is

Mercury
Mars
Earth

D Moon

2
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Q. 69. Identify the correct phase of the Moonfrom the following on November 7, if

the full Moon had appeared on November 1.

Q. 70.

Q. 71.

Q. 72.

A

Compassworks with the help of
magnetic force of the Moon
Earth's gravity

When soundtravels through air, particles of air exhibit
A linear ® circular © oscillatory

D Earth's magnetic force

D

Moon's gravity

Read the following statements carefully and select the correct alternative.
Statement X - Land is an important resource. It is necessary to stop erosion
and enrich the soil.
Statement Y -If shrubs, grass, trees are grown on the land, erosion of soil can

be reduced.
Statement Z - Floods, stromy wind, mining etc. can destroy soil in a short
period of time.

D Sprinklers are used in thismethod

Z is the reason and Y is the solution ® Y is the reason and X is the solution
O X isthe reason and Z is the solution X is the reason and Y is the solution

Q. 73. A motor travelled 160 km in the first two hours of the journey and 20 km
during the next one hour. Find the average speed of the motor.

QA 40 km/hr 80 km/hr 60 km/hr

Q. 74. Find the improper statement regarding sprinkle irrigation.

random

© Water is given to circular area by this method
This method is cheaper than drip irrigation

-2m

In this method, water is given to every plant separately

X

-12m

motion.

Y

Q. 75. Two boys, X and Y, are standing in front of a plane mirror as shown in the
figure. If Y wallks 5 meter towards X, then how far away will X see the image
of Y in the mirror?

D 90km/hr

9 mneter

11 meter
B 10 meter

14 meter
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Q. 76. Which inmportant component of the bnlanccd dict is tnissing
from the given image?

Rice

Volume

Butter Roti

P

Salad

Vitamin Carbohvdrates

Q

0.T7. In the adjacent graplh, change in thesize of lungs whilebreathing isshown.Which action is shown in the graph from point Q to R?

R S/

Botota Bhaji

Time

alternative:

OProteins

X

(D Fats

0. 78. Rama selected a leaf from a sunclad tree. Half portion of the leaf (X) was
kept outside the test tube while the other half (Y) was kept inside the test
tube containing water. After few hours, she put the leaf for starch test. In
which part of the leaf could she find the starch?

D Inhalation
O Respiration

Test Tube

Water

D Exhalation
Excretion

D Only X
® Only Y

In bothX and Y

D Neither X nor Y

Q. 79. Read the following statements carefully and select the most proper

Statement 1:In the evening, street lights are switchedon.

Statement 2: Jnsects gather around the lighted lamp.
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Q. S0.

D Both the statementsindicnte ineidents

Q. 82.

Both the statonents indicate response

G Statement 1 is an incidont and statoment 2 is a respponse

Statement l is rosponse and statement 2 is an incident

A lakehaving some algae issituated ncar a farn. A scientist observed suddm
increase in the algae in the lake. What might be the reason for this?
A Water level in the lake has risen

Electronic waste is burricd in theadjacent farm
© Water level is reduced
D Chenmical fertilizers are used in large quantities in the adjancent farm

Q. 81. Complete the Anology
Sugarcane : Sucrose :: Fruits : Fructose :: Milk:

B

Glucose ® Lactose

Observe the given figure and identify the region having maximum molecular
crowd as the balloon is blown with the air.

A

© Dextrose D Maltose

D

A A - The air inside the balloon
B B - The air outside the balloon
© C- The blown surface of the balloon

D The part of the balloon that comes
after the knot

Q. 83. The bottles P, CQ, Rof cold drink are wrapped in a bubble paper, wool andaluminium foil, respectively. Cold drink in which of the following bottles will
remain cold?
DP © R

Q. 84. Which of the following statements is false?

P and Q

Lime water turns white due to Carbon dioxideBreaking of Ozone molecule is a chemical change© Blue litmus turns red in lime JuiceOxygen is not combustible, but helps comnbustion
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0. 85. Observe the flow chart and find the correct options for P, Q, R, S.

Yes

Does repulsion
take place?

! Yes

Q. 88.

Attracts Nickel

Yes
Q

Can affect an object
which is not in contact

No

No

P

Force

R.

33 P- Magnetic, Q- Static electricity, R - Gravitational, S - Mechanical

® P - Gravitational, Q - Magnetic, R - Static electricity, S - Friction

O P - Static Electricity, Q - Gravitational, R-Magnetic, S - Muscular

DP-Mechanical, Q- Gravitational, R - Magnetic, S - Friction

Q. 86. If a blender isrotated, energy P is converted into energy Q and R. Find P, Q, R.

P-Mechanical, Q- Sound, R - Heat

®P - Sound, Q- Heat, R- Mechanical

© P - Electrical, Q - Heat, R - Potential

the ground is too big

NoReduces Speed

P- Electrical, Q- Kinetic, R - Sound

Q. 87. The shadow of a kite flying high in the sky in not seen on the ground,

because

Yes

S

there is light between the kite and the ground

© distance of the ground from the kite is much higher

None of these

Read the statements and select the correct alternative.

Statement P: In a maglev train, there is no friction between the rail

and the train.
Statement Q: There is repulsion in like poles of an electromagnet.

Statement R: Maglev train has the highest speed.

DPis the principle supporting Q and R is the effect of Q.

® Q is the principle supporting P and R is the effect of P.

©R isthe principle supporting P and Q is the effect of P.

D P is the principle supporting R and Q is the effect of R.
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Q. 90.

Q. 91.

Q. 92.

In the following figure, a bar mngnet is cut into picces, Observe the igreand find the most approprinte statement.

N

N

D Many magnetscan be made from one magnet.

In circular motion, the

Magnet made from a magnet has less magnetism.

A direction of motion is fixed

N

Two poles of a magnet cannot be separated from each other.

N

If a bar magnet is cut at any point on its length, two magnetic poles aro
generated at that point.

© speed changes continuously
velocity is constant

N

B

direction of motion changes continuously

N

B B

Which solar eclipse was seen on 20th December 2019?
D Total eclipse

Annular eclipse

P

Partial eclipse

In the given figure, there is a dark room. It has only one door. Outside the
room, a bulb is hanged at a point P. Where should a mirror be placed to get

the light in the dark room from that bulb?

Partial and Annular eclipse

D
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Q. 93. When a bowler offspins the ball, he/she gives which motion to the ball

around its horizontal axis?

D Linear
es Oscillatory

Q. 94. In cold region, people use double-layared clothes such as thermal wear with

Sweaters, because the heat in our body
could be conducted easily

Q. 95.

Q. 98.

O could not be given away by convection radiates

Registered snake rescuers are not permitted to

D catch the snakes

® report the rescued animal to the forest department
release the rescued snake in the forest within 12 hours

O use snake for business purpose

Q. 96. The microbe that reproduce only inside the cell of the host orgainism

is
D Bacteria

Rotational
Rotational and Oscillatory

Q. 97. Complete the analogy:

B Virus

Seeds

B) could not be conducted easily

® Fruits

Tamalpatra : Leaves :: Cinnamnon : Bark of stem :: Cloves

D with sand

O Protozoa

© Peduncle of flowers

B To maintain cool air in the factory

Why is an exhaust fan fitted near the roof of the factory?

To get fresh air inside the factory

Q. 99. While roasting, groundnuts react chemically

with the metal of roasting pan

O To carry impure, dangerous and hot gases out of the factory

To avoid inconvenience on the shopfloor of the factory

Fungi

© with sand and the metal of roasting pan
with air

Q. 100. Which test in used to idcntify COVID-19?

D FT-PCR ® RT-PCR. RP-PCR

Leaves

None of these


